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Re: City of Cambridge Input to the MBTA Bus Network Redesign

To whom it may concern:

The City of Cambridge is writing to provide comments on the MBTA's Bus Network Redesign proposal. We

thank the project team for their efforts over the past 3 years to think about the future of the MBTA bus

network in greater Boston with the goal of increasing overall access to transit and setting the bus system up

for future additional expansion. We appreciate that MBTA staff have conferred with City of Cambridge staff

repeatedly while developing the current proposal.

General feedback

In May, the MBTA released the Bus Network Redesign proposal. Since then, the MBTA presented to

Cambridge City Council Transportation & Public Utilities Committee on the redesign proposal in June and

engaged the community in Cambridge at several events in May and June.

City staff have also supplemented the MBTA's community engagement with a "community canvass" that has

resulted in 1,434 responses to an online questionnaire as of July 21, 2022. Given the limited time to synthesize

these comments, we have included sentiments and statistics for the 375 comments that responded

specifically to your route proposals. We will close our questionnaire at the end of July and will share a full and

final summary of questionnaire results with the MBTA. The City's Transit Advisory Committee has also

reviewed the proposal and is providing comments in a separate letter.

Below, you will find our comments on the proposals in the Bus Network Redesign. We support many of the

proposals, but do not support them all. We have included summaries of community feedback and our

suggestions for consideration.

City support for many of MBTA's proposals



First, the proposal has many changes and takes time to review. Several changes have multiple alternative

routes and can be somewhat complicated to evaluate. Therefore, we appreciate that the MBTA included

ample time to review the proposal. We appreciate the MBTA's commitment to add more bus service in this

proposal since it avoids zero-sum route planning that could pit neighborhood residents or smaller business

districts with regional destinations.

We support the five new high-frequency bus routes in Cambridge. These new bus routes:

• Add new frequent service in residential neighborhoods of Mid-Cambridge, Baldwin, Riverside/

Cambridgeport, The Port/ MIT/Area 2, and East Cambridge.

• Create a frequent bus routes hub in Central Square without requiring significant additional space for

buses waiting or laying over.

• Need further discussion on layover requirements at other locations, for example, additional on-street

layover space is going to be extremely difficult in Porter Square with the city's required

implementation of separated bike lanes.

In addition, we also support additional, late-night trips and on weekends for existing frequent bus routes 1, 66,

71, 73, and 77.

Next, we are excited by the MBTA/s commitment to work on dedicated bus lanes and transit signal priority

with municipalities. We have added several miles of dedicated bus lanes on our streets since 2018 - including

on Mount Auburn Street/ Belmont Street, and on both north and south Massachusetts Avenue. We are also

completing installation of a queue jump on Cambridge Street in Inman Square as well as beginning

reconstruction of River Street which will include a bus lane. Together with the MBTA/ we will soon be installing

a transit-signal priority corridor on Concord Avenue west of Harvard Square. We look forward to additional

joint efforts at moving people more efficiently to, from, and through Cambridge.

City feedback on specific MBTA's proposals

The City has done extensive supplemental engagement with the Cambridge community to get feedback on the

Bus Network Redesign proposal. Their feedback adds to knowledge that city staff have of longer-term planning

and development proposals. Given public sentiment on the following proposals, the city encourages the MBTA

to work with the Cambridge community, including the Transit Advisory Committee, and others, to further

review and make modifications to the proposal. We are also including here some suggestions for MBTA staff

consideration.

Route 47 and T39: The City is generally supportive of the current proposal connecting Longwood Medical

Area, Central and Union Squares with a frequent bus route. However, we have heard from the Cambridge

community strong concerns with modifications that remove service in parts of the Longwood Medical Area,

Ruggles and Northeastern University, Boston Medical Center, and South Boston. We believe the MBTA should

provide more information and engage with riders along today's Route 47 before continuing with this proposal.

Routes 62 and 76: The City is not supportive of removing bus service from Acorn Park Drive. The City and local

developers established an accessible bus stop with shelter on Acorn Park Drive to serve the new development

there. In addition, previous work by the Central Transportation Planning Staff showed that when traffic

congestion exists, buses that use Acorn Park Drive experience less delay.



Route 68: The city is not supportive of peak-only service for this bus route. This route serves neighborhoods

with higher concentrations of low-income households, people of color, and people who do not speak English

well. It also connects residents to civic facilities, services, commerce, and employment centers. Many residents

also expressed their opposition to this change. At minimum, the MBTA should keep the number of trips on

Broadway the same as today.

Routes 74 and 78: The city is not supportive of the current proposal. The Cambridge community has

expressed a strong displeasure with the reduction in service that would result from removing Route 74. In

particular, the redesign proposal has much less frequency on Concord Avenue between Huron Avenue and the

municipal boundary with Belmont. Community members noted the more than 500 new units of residential

development under construction or opened since 2019 in the Alewife Quadrangle. In addition, others noted

important health care and civic destinations along Concord Avenue, including the Social Security

Administration's field office.

In addition, significant new residential and office development is planned for this neighborhood along the

section of Concord Avenue with the proposed large reduction in frequency. Our development regulations in

the area adjacent to Concord Avenue allow for limited parking while assuming frequent bus service on

Concord Avenue to Harvard.

At minimum, given that more than 500 new households will be living in new or soon to be opened residential

developments, the MBTA should increase the number of weekday and weekend trips to provide sufficient bus

service to the new residents on Concord Avenue.

The Cambridge community also told us their desire to have a direct bus route between Cambridge Rindge and

Latin School and the Danehy Park area. Danehy Park is where many school sports and after-school activities

for high schoolers take place. As a creative alternative, we suggest combining Route 68 and Route 74 into a

new all day bus route connecting Kendall and Concord Avenue that could partially replace Route 74 and

supplement service on Route 78.

Finally, the City applied to the Boston MPO who awarded a community connections transit grant to install

transit signal priority equipment on the entire Concord Avenue corridor. We have been working together with

the MBTA Transit Priority group to implement this proposal. A reduction in frequency on these sections of

Concord Avenue may mean that the transit signal priority would prove far less beneficial.

Routes 80, 87, and 88: The city is not supportive of the current proposal. We believe that the MBTA should

reorganize routes with the opening of the Green Line Extension. However, the Cambridge community have

stated that the current proposal creates very complicated and lengthy trips to important destinations in

Somerville. These destinations include Davis Square, Cambridge Health Alliance facilities, and Market Basket.

Several dozen respondents opposed the proposals for the 80, 87, and 88. This was 6% of all responses.

One suggestion is to keep Route 87 as is. It currently services many of the destinations that the Cambridge

community have said are important. Today's Route 87 also provides a route from Arlington and Somerville to a

developing employment center in North Point. Those origins and destinations are not well served by the

proposed bus network.

Route 83: The city is not supportive of this proposal to change the terminus to Kendall Square. We have heard

from many of today's riders that they are extremely upset by this proposal. Our questionnaire heard from 33

respondents, almost 10% of responses on specific route proposals, who are opposed to this proposal. The



value of this bus route to Central Square is for low-income households to connect with human services and civic

programs at Central Square. Kendall Square does not have similar human services and civic programming and

therefore we suggest that Central remain the terminus of the route.

Route 85, CT2, and 55: The city is not supportive of the current proposal. The Cambridge community have

shared that the removal of these routes will require:

• Complicated alternate routings that are much longer - sometimes more than double the travel time

according to the MBTA's "future" trip planner

• Replacement routes, when offered, do not travel to destinations that people travel to today

• Alternate routings require the use of less reliable routes that experience crowding during rush hours

today

Fifty-seven respondents, that is, 15% of all respondents with comments on specific route proposals, stated

their opposition to the proposals for the 85, CT2 or 55. We suggest that the 85 or CT2 remain as an all-day bus

service between Spring Hill, Union Square, or East Somerville and Kendall Square. In addition, the route should

connect Kendall Square, Cambridgeport/MIT, and Longwood Medical Area.

// the MBTA were to continue with the Route 55 proposal, we also would like to suggest that the MBTA modify

the new route 55 to serve Kenmore instead of Hynes. For riders who would use the Green Line to connect with

Kendall Square, Kenmore is a better transfer location with better accessibility and passengers would transfer

off the Green Line before the most congested section.

Route 86 and T109: The city believes that this proposal needs further review. The Cambridge Community

have shared that:

• Today's 86 provides good travel from Somerville and Baldwin to Allston-Brighton.

• Further development is planned and ongoing at Harvard's Allston campus.

• Potential alternatives would be to extend the T109 to Allston, or to reconsider splitting the route and

instead make the 86 a high-frequency route, i.e. the "T86//.

Route 91: The city is generally supportive of the current proposal connecting Longwood Medical Area, Central

and Union Squares with a frequent bus route. However, we have heard significant concerns from the

Cambridge community that:

• Transfers for people travelling through the "old" 91 route appear to be challenging given that the

MBTA/s map shows only on-street connections in Union Square

• No bus route connects the future Green Line Medford Branch to Central Square and Cambridgeport

Finally, we ask that the MBTA consider a new route that is not in the current proposal. The organizations in

the Kendall Square area have told us that a bus route between Kendall and Chelsea using the Tobin Bridge is

desirable. Many service workers live in Chelsea and Revere but are unable to use the MBTA for their trips to

work in Kendall Square. Given the bus priority infrastructure on the Tobin Bridge, we think that this routing

may be more reliable than previously thought. We would ask the MBTA to consider adding a new all-day route

between these two destinations or modifying a route proposal. City staff generally support the remainder of

the changes.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the Bus Network Redesign task force and continue our

engagement in this project. We look forward to working with the MBTA for further review of an updated

proposal in fall, implementing recommendations to improve bus service, and on finding opportunities for



better buses around Cambridge. Please do not hesitate to contact Andrew Reker, Transit Planner

(areker@cambridgema.gov or 617-349-6959) with any questions or if you would like any additional material

about our outreach.

Sincerely,

JJ A^^
Sumbul Siddiqui Owen O'Riordan

Mayor Acting City Manager

City of Cambridge City of Cambridge

Enclosures:

Description of supplemental public outreach in Cambridge
Summary of feedback received by July 21, 2022
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